We investigate how a storable-goods manufacturer coordinates its channel when its retailer and consumers can stockpile the goods. Our analysis reveals different effects of retailer and consumer stockpiling and their interactive effects on channel members’ pricing incentives and profit allocations, which lead to three key recommendations. First, with dynamic linear prices, the manufacturer should restrict retailer stockpiling when the storage cost is low; however, with two-part tariffs, the manufacturer should restrict retailer stockpiling when the storage cost is high. Such restriction can also benefit the retailer, resulting in a win-win outcome. Second, with dynamic linear prices, when restricting retailer stockpiling, the manufacturer should reduce first-period wholesale prices to induce consumer stockpiling; when allowing retailer stockpiling, the manufacturer should raise first-period wholesale prices to dissuade retailer stockpiling, with retailer stockpiling crowding out consumer stockpiling in equilibrium. Third, product storability increases the manufacturer’s profit under dynamic linear prices but decreases it under two-part tariffs.
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